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Abstract
The rise of the shadow banking system is viewed through the the-
oretical lens of Graziani’s Monetary Theory of Production. Graziani’s
categories of ‘initial finance’ and ‘final finance’ are used to analyse the
new forms of credit created in the shadow banking sector. It is ar-
gued that the accumulation of leverage in the shadow banking system
and the creation of credit money by the traditional banking sector are
symbiotic processes. While Graziani’s triangular debtor-bank-creditor
relationship remains central, the circuit operates in a perverse form
in which household debt is stored on the balance sheets of shadow
banks, allowing the banking system to break the historical connection
between money creation and productive activity.
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1 Introduction
Shadow banking is the point of intersection between banking and market-
based finance. It was at the centre of the global financial crisis of 2008—yet
attempts to deal with it from a theoretical perspective remain limited. The
economics literature approaches the phenomenon the same way it approaches
traditional banking—as a mechanism to overcome market imperfections, par-
ticularly imperfect information. Writers in international political economy
instead view the rise of the shadow banking system as a way to evade regu-
lation. There have been few serious attempts to analyse the shadow banking
system from the point of view of monetary economics. Graziani’s theory of
the monetary circuit (1990; 2003) provides an analytical framework which
can be used as the basis for such a task.
Two views on the shadow banking system can be distinguished: the mar-
ket view and the money view. The market view of shadow banking sees the
phenomenon as the rise to dominance of disaggregated market-mediated fi-
nancial transactions, and emphasises such activities as dealing in securitised
debt. In this view, money and banking are demoted in significance relative
to arms-length market-mediated financial transactions. The money view in-
stead posits that the shadow banking system should be seen as an analogue
to the traditional banking system because it performs bank-like functions
such as maturity and credit transformation. Holders of this view argue that,
rather than market intermediation, shadow banking is an extension of bank-
ing because shadow banks issue money.
These two views are critically evaluated here by drawing a parallel with
Graziani’s categories of ‘final finance’ and ‘initial finance’. In Graziani’s
schema, initial finance refers to the creation of new purchasing power when
banks lend to capitalists. Newly created bank money is used by capitalists
to initiate production: workers are hired and intermediate goods purchased.
Final finance refers to the bank-issued money which, after the production and
sale of output, flows back from workers to capitalists when workers convert
saved money balances into holdings of financial liabilities issued by capital-
ists. This allows capitalists to repay bank loans, destroying the previously
created money.
In this paper it is argued that the statement that shadow liabilities are
money is not immediately valid from a circuitist perspective because these
financial claims cannot be used either as a means of payment for goods and
services or as a means of settlement for financial contracts. Nonetheless, the
credit chains which exist in the shadow banking system do hold many of
the characteristics of bank intermediation and operate through institutions
which are closely connected to—and in many cases directly owned by—banks.
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Rather than money—in the sense of means of payment—the liabilities issued
by the shadow banking system are near-monies: liquid short-term stores of
wealth.
It is argued that the expansion of such near-monies is reliant on the ability
of the traditional banking system to endogenously create new credit money.
This credit money is extinguished when savers exchange bank money for
shadow bank liabilities. Despite holding money-like characteristics, shadow
liabilities should therefore be classified as ‘final finance’ in Graziani’s schema.
Credit expansion, particularly for mortgage lending, relies on a symbiotic
relationship between traditional and shadow banks. Shadow banks are reliant
on traditional banks for the endogenous expansion of purchasing power, while
traditional banks rely on the shadow banks as a storage facility for credit
claims which exceed the capacity of traditional bank balance sheets.
2 The circuit, ‘financialisation’ and shadow
banking
Following the tradition of Wicksell (1936), Hayek ([1935] 2012) and Schum-
peter ([1938] 2008) the roots of Graziani’s theory lead through Dennis Robert-
son to Keynes, who in the early 1930s made an appeal for a “Monetary The-
ory of Production” (Fontana & Realfonzo, 2005). Graziani and his followers
reject theories of capitalism in which money is a veil over barter and insist
on the incorporation of money as a fundamental element of analysis in such
a way that money is non-neutral and strictly endogenous (see Argitis et al.,
2014, for a summary).
Graziani lays out a concise and remarkably clear macroeconomic model
in which bank-issued money—deposits—are used as means of payment. As
such, firms will never face spending constraints so long as banks are willing
to issue new purchasing power by lending to them. The problem faced by
capitalists is never that revenues are insufficient to cover desired expendi-
tures, but that initial finance in the form of new bank lending may not be
forthcoming. Once production is complete and output sold, capitalists hope
to extinguish bank credit by issuing securitites in capital markets. By issu-
ing securities to households in return for deposits previously transferred in
the form of wages, capitalists are able to repay bank lending and extinguish
previously created purchasing power. In doing so, they avoid reliance on the
continuing willingness of bankers to expand lending and to roll over previous
loans. The distinction between the bank lending which initiates the circuit
and the extinguishing of bank deposits that takes place when firms sell secu-
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rities to households—which Graziani labels ‘initial finance’ and ‘final finance’
respectively—is central to the analytical framework.
Graziani’s model, however, describes a structure less complex than that
of today’s financialised capitalism. He develops an analysis of the logic of a
system in which bank credit is used by capitalists for the financing of pro-
duction. This analytical system needs updating to capture the logic of a
system, such as that of the contemporary US and UK, in which the ma-
jority of bank credit appears in the form of mortgage lending to households
(Turner, 2013). In such systems, the tight link between output and new bank
lending—and thus the money supply—in Graziani’s system no longer holds.
This is illustrated in Figure 1 which shows a long-run series of the ratio of the
compound growth of broad money to the compound growth of nominal GDP
in the UK from the Bank Act of 1844 to the present day. Despite money
supply growth exceeding GDP growth in the 1930s after the UK left the gold
standard, and during World War Two, subsequent catch-up in nominal GDP
meant that that broad money and nominal GDP grew by almost exactly the
same amount during the hundred year period from 1870 to 1970. Since the
1980s the relative stability of the ratio disappeared and money supply growth
consistently outstripped growth of nominal GDP.
Another important development since Graziani developed his theory is
the rise of ‘financialisation’. The term remains ill-defined (see Michell &
Toporowski, 2014) but refers to the changing role of financial institutions,
the deepening penetration of financial activities and actors into everyday
life, and the increasing financial activity of non-financial corporations. One
important element in this shift is the rise of ‘shadow banking’. Like ‘finan-
cialisation’, the term is imprecise, but relates to a blurring of the boundary
between capital market and banking activities. Banks have increasingly op-
erated in financial markets, both on the the asset side of their balance sheet
by dealing in securities, and on the liability side by issuing their own se-
curities, often collateralised against assets held on their balance sheet (the
‘originate-to-distribute’ model). The ‘financialisation’ period has also seen
the emergence of non-bank entities which deal in financial markets and pos-
sess balance sheets which have many of the characteristics of those of banks.
In particular, these institutions engage in maturity transformation—funding
themselves with short term instruments (such as asset-backed commercial
paper and repos) while holding assets of longer maturities—and in credit
transformation—by using financial engineering techniques such as asset pool-
ing and tranching to reorganise credit risk (Noeth & Sengupta, 2011). Sig-
nificant volumes of such activity now take place on the balance sheets of
institutions which do not issue deposits and are thus not eligible for state
insurance of their liabilities or for access to central bank liquidity provision
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Figure 1: Ratio of compound growth of broad money to compound growth
of nominal GDP. Source: Bank of England (2016), own calculation
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facilities.
A number of contributions have been made which attempt to update the
circuitist model for the era of financialisation, such as Seccareccia (2012); Pas-
sarella (2014); Sawyer (2013). These analyses reverse the sectoral balances
assumed in Graziani’s model and—in line with contemporary experience—
cast the non-financial firms sector as the main creditor of the system and
the household sector as the main debtor.1 This replaces Graziani’s tradi-
tional depiction of credit relationships in which capitalists borrow to finance
production, workers save, and banks and financial markets intermediate be-
tween savers and borrowers. These authors argue that the corporate sector
has switched from productive activity to rentier behaviour while the rise of
trading in markets for securities and derivatives is characterised as casino-
type activity. ‘Financialisation’ is then conceptualised as a dysfunctional
rentier outgrowth from capitalism, and one that must therefore inevitably be
short-lived.
This analysis has been criticised by Lysandrou (2014), who argues in-
stead that financialisation is a necessary and logical phase of capitalist de-
velopment and that the view that increased financial trading represents only
speculative and rentier activity is inaccurate. Lysandrou argues that the
aggregative approach of the monetary circuit, organised around the trian-
gular bank-household-firm relationship, is inappropriate for the analysis of
a phenomenon characterised by rising dominance of atomistic market-based
transactions:
The crux of the matter is that a methodological framework that
takes the aggregate monetary circuit as its basic unit of analysis
is simply not flexible enough to accommodate the new reality of
financialisation . . . (Lysandrou, 2014, p. 19)
It is argued here that the basic unit of analysis of circuitist theory, the
borrower–bank–lender triangular relationship, remains fundamental to an
understanding of contemporary monetary and financial systems. Nonethe-
less, the theory of the monetary circuit needs to be updated to accurately
reflect the institutional realities of modern financial systems.
Graziani’s distinction between initial finance—the creation of new pur-
chasing power through bank lending—and final finance—the converstion of
bank loans into financial liabilities issued directly by capitalists—provides a
useful analytical tool with which to examine this new reality. In Graziani’s
model, workers surrender ownership of bank deposits, previously created by
1These discussions also tend to substitute Graziani’s class analysis of workers and
capitalists with the more neutral modern terminology of households and corporations.
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bank lending. This allows capitalists to repay loans, destroying money and
closing the monetary circuit. Initial finance is extinguished and replaced with
final finance.
A key insight is that a logical prerequisite for final finance is the prior
extension of initial finance—the creation of new purchasing power by banks.
While the counterparties to credit transactions may have switched positions
under contemporary capitalism, the logic of Graziani’s statement still stands.
Much of the growing mass of intermediation between ultimate lenders and
borrowers, while appearing as arms-length financial relationships mediated
through the shadow banking system, is reliant on the power of commercial
banks to endogenously create loans and deposits.
The rise of market-mediated financial transactions, in particular the rise
of securities trading, is closely associated with the ‘shadow banking’ system.
In 1993, D’Arista & Schlesinger wrote of the ‘. . . emergence of an unregulated
parallel banking system.’ (1993, p. 2). The term ‘shadow banking’ was first
used by McCulley (2007), but still does not have a clear definition.2 One way
in which authors have attempted to demarcate the shadow banking sector
from ‘traditional banking’ is to draw a distinction between regulated and un-
regulated financial activity. The ‘regulatory arbitrage’ view emphasises the
ability of institutions outside of the traditional regulatory framework to un-
dertake bank-like activities while avoiding capital and liquidity requirements
(e.g. Schwarcz, 2011–2012; Gorton & Metrick, 2012). These institutions also
lack access to state insurance of their liabilities and to lender-of-last-resort
facilities.
An open definitional issue relates to the distinction between institutions
and activities. Gabor (2013) criticises the focus on institutions and regula-
tory regimes on the basis that much ‘shadow banking’ activity takes place on
the balance sheets of ‘traditional’ banking institutions. Instead, it is argued,
the distinction should be based on the type of intermediation activities that
institutions engage in. An alternative definitional distinction is offered by
Lysandrou & Nesvetailova (2015), who distinguish between explanations for
shadow banking on the basis of whether they rely on factors endogenous to
the financial system—as in the regulatory arbitrage view—or whether exoge-
nous factors, primarily concentration of wealth and associated demand for
yield, are seen as the driving force.
Key activities associated with shadow banking include securitisation, re-
purchase (repo) lending and derivatives trading. The ability to move assets
easily between balance sheets, combine different classes of assets to create
2For an overview of the institutions and activities involved, see Pozsar et al. (2013);
IMF (2014); Lysandrou & Nesvetailova (2015)
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new securities and separately trade different components of risk has led to a
decomposition of the lending process. Previously a loan was held to maturity
by the originator, such that the risk associated with that loan—and with the
financing of that loan—was held by a single entity. With the rise of shadow
banking, the various components of risk can instead be distributed among a
number of market participants.
The increasing emphasis on market-based finance and the shift by banks
from lend-and-hold to originate-to-distribute are well documented. While the
substitution of retail deposit funding for issuance of securities and repo bor-
rowing has been highlighted as a key feature of the new financial landscape,
the way in which this change affects the role of banks as creators of money is
less well understood. If banks increasingly make loans with the intention of
shifting them off their balance sheets via a securitisation process, what are
the implications for the triangular borrower-bank-lender relationship which
lies at the heart of the circuitist analysis?—What becomes of the additional
money that is brought into existence at the point that the bank makes the
loan? These questions are addressed in the following sections.
3 The hierarchy of money and shadow banks
It is widely argued that the short-term, highly liquid financial liabilities used
to fund shadow-banking activities are new forms of money (e.g. Pozsar et al.,
2013; Pozsar, 2014; Gorton & Metrick, 2012; Stein, 2012; Gabor, 2016). But
what does it mean to declare that repos and other ‘shadow’ liabilities are
‘shadow money’? In particular, which functions of money do these liabilities
replicate?
If the claim should be taken to mean that the liabilities of the shadow
banking system operate as means of payment, this would imply a shift com-
parable in significance to the historical point at which bank deposits became
acceptable as means of payment: ‘the transition from goldsmiths providing
safekeeping facilities to bank liabilities serving as the chief means of payment
is the fundamental story in modern banking’ (Chick, 2013, p. 149). But this
function is not performed by the liabilities of shadow banks. Nor do they
perform the function of final settlement of financial obligations. Instead,
these authors emphasise the use of short-term liabilities as a liquid store of
wealth, highlighting the ability of these assets to be converted on demand at
par to ‘money proper’.
This highlights an important issue: the forms in which money appears
are not equal; money is hierarchical. A distinction can be drawn between
money—final means of payment or settlement—and credit—the promise to
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pay or means of deferring final settlement. But “what looks like money at one
level of the system looks like credit from the standpoint of the level above.”
(Mehrling, 2012, p. 1)3 Bank deposits are a promise by banks to pay cash
on demand. But since these credit claims are acceptable for final payment
in ‘real’ transactions, they are also money.4
Among the issuers of demand deposits, however—the ‘traditional’ bank-
ing system—these claims are the funding for the asset side of their balance
sheet. Final settlement among these institutions must be made using reserve
balances at the central bank. But this central bank-issued money can equally
be viewed as credit in that such liabilities ‘fund’ the assets held on the central
bank balance sheet. And while the liabilities of the central bank will usu-
ally be acceptable as means of final settlement for domestic transactions, this
may not be the case for international transactions—or in domestic economies
which have been ‘dollarised’.
This distinction is not addressed in Graziani’s theory, in which the central
bank and commercial banks are consolidated into single money-issuing unit,
and international transactions and financial flows are abstracted away. It is
important, however, in attempting to analyse the shadow banking system.
The primary activity of this system is the buying and selling of securities—
securities which are, in general, collateralised by loans (or by other securities
which are themselves collateralised by loans). Shadow banking therefore, in
large part, involves the trading of already existing credit claims. When se-
curities are bought and sold, the commodity which changes hands embodies
not goods, but credit. What is sold is the promise, by a third party, of fu-
ture payment in money—but the transaction nonetheless requires immediate
settlement in money.
From a circuitist perspective, the question of which asset performs the
function ‘money’—of means of payment and means of settlement among ac-
tors inside the financial system, the buyers and sellers of credit claims—is an
interesting one. When credit claims are traded or fall due, whose liabilities
will be accepted as final means of settlement? Depending on the institutions
transacting, this function is performed using the deposits of traditional banks
3The idea of money as hierarchical debt-pyramid goes back further than Mehrling and
can be found in Minsky ([1986] 2008) and Marx, as summarised by Lapavitsas (2003),
among others.
4While the most widely used, bank deposits are not unique in being simultaneously
credit claims and money: In the past, cheques and bankers drafts have played this dual
role. Currently, electronic platforms such as PayPal and Apple Pay allow payments to be
made with what are essentially on-demand-at-par claims on bank deposits. Bitcoin is an
interesting case because it is neither a credit claim, nor yet widely accepted as means of
payment.
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or the liabilities of the monetary authority—a point highlighted by one of
the leading ‘shadow money’ theorists, Zoltan Pozsar:
. . . not all money claims are created equal. One area where money
claims differ is in functionality, that is, whether they can be used
for transactions, that is, for settlement purposes.
The net payments of dealers and money funds, and those of all
other actors in the broader financial ecosystem, are settled us-
ing demand deposits, and net deposit flows between banks are
settled via transfers of reserves between banks’ reserve accounts
maintained at the central bank. (Pozsar, 2014, p. 9)
When credit claims fall due, settlement requires receipt of assets higher up
the pyramid than the credit claim itself. A holder of asset-backed commer-
cial paper can require settlement in demand deposits. A holder of demand
deposits can demand par conversion into banknotes. But a holder of demand
deposits will be neither willing nor able to accept settlement either in the
form of bank deposits issued by a different institution or by delivery of the
par value of a particular asset-backed commercial paper issue—the assets
held are a claim on banknotes. It is this asymmetry in settlement function
which establishes the monetary hierarchy.5
What is the origin of these circulating claims on future income? The
assets backing most securities circulating in the shadow banking system are
loans of some kind; contracts which came into existence when one party
surrendered means of immediate settlement—money—in return for deferred
settlement—a promise of money at some point in the future.
In a financially primitive system based on commodity money, such lending
requires prior saving to have taken place, such that accumulated commodity
money can be then either deposited in a bank or used to purchase financial
securities.6 This is not the case in a bank-based monetary economy. In such
a system, the decision to lend does not rely on prior saving, so long as the
lender issues claims that are widely accepted as means of payment. Put
another way, the initiative in extending new credit does not necessarily lie
5I am indebted to Nick Edmonds for this point.
6Strictly speaking, credit expansion requires two steps: both a prior saving and a
decision to hold some portion of those savings as bank deposits or financial assets. These
two decisions can be separated in time. The decision to save, if all savings are held as gold,
will not lead to credit expansion. Likewise, a decision to swap hoarded gold for financial
assets—leading to credit expansion—can take place without any change in current saving
behaviour. It is also possible that purchasing financial claims on the secondary market
will simply increase the price of those claims and not affect the volume of credit.
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with the ultimate creditor—banks may choose to lend without having first
accepted deposits and without a prior decision by any individual to save.
The quantity of money and bank credit is then determined in large part by
the lending decisions of banks.
What of the lending undertaken by the shadow banking system? In the
same way that banks create money whenever new loans are issued, a ‘tra-
ditional’ bank can fund the purchase of a security by issuing new demand
deposits. Since such deposits are acceptable to sellers of securities as final
means of settlement, the traditional banking system may obtain securities by
issuing its own liabilities and offering them in exchange for securities. This
is not the case for ‘shadow’ institutions which fund themselves by issuing
liabilities which cannot be used for settlement purposes.
Despite the fact that large volumes of securitised lending appears on
the balance sheets of non-monetary institutions, these institutions do not
therefore have the same autonomy to expand credit as that of traditional
banks. Instead, the creation of new credit either requires a prior decision
to ‘not spend’, a shift in liquidity preference—leading to an increase in the
holding of financial assets vis-a-vis deposits—or through the expansion of
money and credit on the balance sheets of ‘traditional’ banks. Put another
way, the circuitist and Post-Keynesian notion of endogenous money does not
apply directly to the liabilities of shadow banks.
If off-balance-sheet liabilities are not acceptable as means of settlement—
in any type of transaction—what is the basis of the claim that shadow banks
issue new forms of money? The argument is found in various forms in
Claessens et al. (2012); Stein (2012); Pozsar (2014); Gabor (2016). Pozsar
(2014) argues that a range of financial assets—short-term securities nearing
maturity such as Treasury bills, overnight repo and the liabilities of money
market funds—should be classified as money alongside demand deposits and
central bank liabilities. Dealer-banks, money market funds and the Treasury
should therefore be added alongside central banks and commercial banks to
the list of money-issuing institutions.7
Pozsar discusses the hierarchical nature of these monetary liabilities but,
while reference is made to Mehrling’s (2012) hierarchy of money, the dis-
tinction between ‘money’ (means of immediate settlement) and ‘credit’ (a
promise of future payment) is replaced with a two-way classification system
based on (a) the proximity of liabilities to government-issued claims and (b)
on the nature of the insurance mechanisms supporting these liabilities. Lia-
7If the liabilities of these institutions were not money, Poszar argues, the term ‘shadow
banking’ would be misleading: ‘if lending without money creation does not qualify as
banking, neither should capital market lending without money market funding qualify as
shadow banking.’ (p. 21)
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bilities are categorised on the basis of whether the assets backing the liabili-
ties issued are public, for example repo lending collateralised by government
bonds, or private, for example repo lending collateralised by mortgage-backed
securities. A second distinction is drawn between those claims which are in-
sured by the taxpayer—demand deposits—and those which are insured by
private institutions such as the monoline insurers. This classification sys-
tem leads to a four-tier hierarchy of ‘money’ with publicly issued, publicly
insured liabilities—central bank reserves and treasury bills—at the top and
privately-issued, privately-insured liabilities—repos and money market fund
shares backed by private securities—at the bottom.8
But given that these claims cannot be used as means of payment or final
settlement, what makes them money? The definition offered by the shadow
money theorists is the following: ‘These instruments have one common at-
tribute, which is that they promise to trade at par on demand. This makes
them money’ (Pozsar, 2014, p. 9, emphasis added)
Is the promise of convertibility at par into transactions balances sufficient
to declare an asset ‘money’? As late as the 1930s, Keynes excluded the
deposits of commercial banks from his definition of ‘money proper’ (which
he reserved for gold coin and the notes of the Bank of England) although such
deposits had by then been convertible on demand at par for the best part of
a hundred years (Chick, 2013). For Keynes, it is the eventual acceptance of
claims on money as means of payment which allows them to become ‘money
proper’. While convertibility at par into ‘money proper’ plays an important
role in making deposits acceptable as means of payment, it is a necessary
but not sufficient condition.
By the 1950s, the widespread use of bank deposits (and notes) as means
of payment led Schumpeter to argue that these balances were money:
. . . there is no other case in which a claim to a thing can, within
limits to be sure, serve the same purpose as the thing itself: you
cannot ride on a claim to a horse, but you can pay with a claim
to money. But this is a strong reason for calling money what
purports to be a claim to legal money, provided it does serve as
means of payment. . . . As a rule, an ordinary bill of exchange does
not so serve; then it is not money . . . Bank notes and checking
8Ambiguity arises from Pozsar’s choice of definition based on the assets backing the
claims, rather than the institution issuing the claims. For example, if the central bank
holds privately securities (as a result of quantitative easing, for example) in Pozar’s tax-
onomy, cash and reserves issued by the central bank are no longer pure ‘public’ money.
Likewise, if commercial banks issue publicly-insured deposits against holdings of govern-
ment paper, such deposits are classified as pure ‘public money’.
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deposits eminently do what money does; hence they are money.
(1954, p. 35, emphasis added)
On this basis, the liabilities of shadow banks are not money. But Pozsar
and others instead emphasise the use of such liabilities as highly liquid stores
of value. If assets are immediately—or almost immediately—convertible at
par into means of payment, then these assets may reasonably be regarded by
the holder to be equivalent to holding deposits.
Such a view can be found least as far back as the 1930s, during debates
about the ‘Chicago Plan’—a proposal to require that demand deposits be
backed with central bank reserves on a 100% basis. Henry Simons noted
that restricting the supply of money in this way would likely lead individuals
to shift balances into highly liquid close substitutes such as time deposits:
The fact that such deposits cannot serve as circulated medium
is not decisively important; for they are an effective substitute
medium for purposes of cash balances. (Simons to Irving Fisher,
July 4, 1934, quoted in Goodhart & Jensen, 2015)
Liquid balances held in the form of the liabilities issued by shadow banks
may not be immediately used as means of payment but since they provide a
nightly option to convert at par into money proper, they are a close substitute
(Edmonds, 2015). The question, ‘Are shadow bank liabilities money?’ is, at
least in part, a question about the relative weighting of the different functions
of money. Since shadow bank liabilities must first be converted into payment
systems money before they can be deployed as purchasing power, these li-
abilities substitute the immediate means of payment function for means of
payment one step removed, while retaining the function of liquid store of
value. In this respect, shadow bank liabilities have much in common with
traditional savings deposits.
Circuitists and Post Keynesians have tended to emphasise different func-
tions of money (Fontana, 2000; Deleplace & Nell, 1996). The Post Keynesian
analysis of money traditionally starts from a discussion of fundamental un-
certainty and the resulting requirement for a liquid store of wealth which will
ensure individuals are able to react to unforeseen circumstances and to post-
pone decisions on consumption and investment. Money provides a flexible
link between the present and an uncertain future.
Circuitists on the other hand emphasise the function of means of pay-
ment. After asserting that banks issue liabilities which perform this func-
tion, Graziani presents an account of how money enters the economic system,
circulates through that system and accumulates as balances which are the
counterpart to bank lending.
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But drawing a sharp distinction between the two schools on this basis
is not entirely accurate. Post Keynesian analysis does take account of the
means of payment function—this is the reason, after all, that money is able
to function so effectively as a liquid store of value—and circuitists provide
a coherent account of the store of value function since the monetary circuit
describes the accumulation of bank deposits as the savings of households
(Fontana, 2000).
One issue that is less widely explored in the Post-Keynesian and circuitist
literature is the role of the state in determining what counts as ‘money’. The
state’s role, particularly through its ability to specify acceptable forms in
which taxes can be paid, has recently been emphasised by neo-Chartalists
(Bell, 2001; Goodhart, 2000). As already noted, Mehrling constructs a hier-
archy of money on the basis of the distinction between means of payment and
promise to pay—but he does not discuss the place of the state in that hierar-
chy, despite the fact that the institutions at the top of the pyramid—central
banks—are now universally state-owned. On the other hand, Pozsar’s hierar-
chy of money is constructed on the basis of a public-private distinction—such
that publicly issued or guaranteed liabilities are safer and therefore more
money-like—but ignores the means of payment function.
Aside from taxation, the link between the state and the function of means
of payment lies with the role that the state plays in enforcing acceptance of
bank money—designating legal tender. In particular, once private bank li-
abilities become widely acceptable as means of payment, the state faces a
dilemma: ‘either to continue to regard bank “money” . . . as none of their
business, or to collaborate with the banks in maintaining the exchange of
state money with bank money at par’ (Chick, 2013, p. 150). The public’s
confidence that bank money will exchange at par for state money is an im-
portant factor in bank money gaining acceptance as means of payment—and
once this acceptance is widespread, the state must play its part in ensuring
that promise of convertibility can always be met. The state thus runs a fran-
chise operation in which the private banking sector is permitted to earn a
profit in return for their role in providing access to the means of payment
function of state money:
What private commercial banks do as financial intermediaries
is to expand the total quantity of money, while conserving the
quantity of state issued money, by hiring out money’s function
as a medium of exchange for set periods of time and for a set
interest charge. (Lysandrou 2015, p. 10)
Private ‘traditional’ bank money thus reproduces the means of payment
function of state money. But what of the store of value function? In a fiat
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money system in which commodity money is absent, the lowest risk financial
assets are always those issued by the state—whether these are monetary
assets or promises to pay, such as bonds. This is because the state is the
ultimate issuer of the ‘money’ of the system—the final means of settlement—
and can therefore always meet its commitments by printing new money.
What if the demand for safe liquid stores of value exceeds the ability of
the ‘traditional’ banking system to supply them? Specifically, what if the
demand for money as a store of value exceeds that of money as means of
payment?9 One way to view the liabilities of the shadow banking system is
to see them as an attempt by the private sector to replicate the liquid store
of value function of state-issued money. This function has historically also
been provided by private bank money—but will this remain the case if the
demand for liquid stores of wealth exceeds the demand for money as direct
means of payment?
4 Who holds shadow liabilities?
If the liabilities of shadow banks are primarily held as a liquid store of value,
where does the demand for these liabilities originate? In answering, a dis-
tinction needs to be made between claims held between intermediaries within
the financial system—funds, dealers and banks—and claims held by credi-
tors outside the financial system—the ‘buyside’ in the current market vocab-
ulary. The motives for holding such claims and the mechanisms by which
they transmit financial dynamics to the ‘real’ economy will differ between
the two cases.
Figure 2 shows a stylised representation of the shadow banking system.
The ultimate creditors of the system hold claims on money market mutual
funds (MMFs) and large institutional securities lenders such as pension funds.
These institutions lend to dealer-brokers and conduits using tri-party repo
and asset-backed commercial paper (ABCP). Tri-party repo lending—and
clearing—is done on the balance sheets of the big clearing banks, which
also act as custodians for repo collateral. Bilateral repo markets connect
dealer-brokers, hedge funds and traditional mortgage lending banks as well
as providing a mechanism for inter-bank lending between traditional banks.
Dealer-brokers hold the asset-backed paper (ABS) issued by special purpose
vehicles (SPFs) which in turn fund securitised mortgages originated by mort-
9There is a connection between this question and an earlier debate in the Post Keyne-
sian literature on whether, in an endogenous money system, it is possible for the demand
for money and the demand for loans to diverge. See Howells (1995); Lavoie (1999); Arestis
& Howells (1999)
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Figure 2: Shadow banking system
gage lending banks.
The wholesale funding of traditional bank balance sheets is often mis-
leadingly characterised as ‘interbank’ lending (Shin, 2010). In reality, as
shown in Figure 2, wholesale funding represents the interface between large
cash balances outside the financial system—the ‘buyside’—and the balance
sheets of banks and money dealers (Pozsar, 2014). In the ‘shadow money’
story, wholesale depositors such as the cash pools of corporations, securities
lenders and ‘don’t-lose’ portfolio managers are the ultimate creditors of the
system but choose not to hold ‘traditional’ bank money because the size of
the amounts greatly exceed deposit limits, thus exposing holders to default
risk by individual banks.10 Instead, such institutions either hold assets such
as MMF shares or lend directly to intermediaries such as dealer-brokers and
conduits.
One influential ‘shadow money’ account of the 2008 breakdown of credit
intermediation was the ‘run on repo’ story told by Gorton & Metrick (2012).
In this view, the ultimate creditors of the system provided funding for shadow
bank holdings of securitised assets using repo credit. The refusal of creditors
10Gabor (2013) notes that if this were the only reason for the holding of such assets, all
that would be required to shut down the shadow banking system would be to remove the
cap on state insurance of demand deposits.
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during the crisis to continue rolling over repos issued by dealer-brokers and
conduits is seen as analogous to a traditional bank run.
This account suffers from a number of analytical flaws, not least the
attempt to draw an analogy between the repo market and traditional banking
on the basis of a loanable funds analysis. The traditional banking system is
described as an intermediary which accepts deposits of cash which are then
lent on to borrowers—despite the fact that Graziani’s assertion that money
is created when banks undertake lending is now widely accepted, and the
reserve balance money multiplier theory rejected (See, e.g., McLeay et al.,
2014).11
Analytical flaws aside, the run on repo story also has empirical problems,
as shown by Krishnamuthy et al. (2014). They examine data on short-
term lending during the crisis and find that, while tri-party repo lending
did collapse during the crisis, the scale of lending through this channel was
relatively small. Instead of using repo to fund their assets, shadow banking
institutions predominantly relied on ABCP. Further, the degree of tightening
in the tri-party repo market was much less severe than that which took place
in the bilateral repo market. Since the latter is a mechanism not for funding
assets but for allocating liquidity within the financial system, this tightening
is more akin to a credit crunch than a bank run.
The other side of the ‘shadow money’ story focuses on the holdings of
very short-term financial assets within the financial system. As intermedia-
tion chains have grown longer and the number of intermediaries involved in
any credit transaction has grown, an uncertain world requires each link in
the chain to ensure access to liquid balances which can be drawn upon in
the event of shifts in market sentiment or unforeseen payment needs. In the
pre-crisis neoclassical world, in which money is a pure unit of account and
liquidity issues were assumed away, such a requirement could be overlooked
by academics and policy-makers—but these markets for repo and short-term
commercial paper were at the centre of the deleveraging process which took
place after the collapse of Lehman Brothers. The economics literature has
since come to an ex post rationalisation of the collapse of asset prices and the
associated disintermediation along the usual analytical lines in which prob-
lems result from maturity transformation, which itself emerges as a way to
overcome asymmetric information and misaligned incentives (e.g. Brunner-
meier & Pedersen, 2009; Stein, 2012). But a convincing explanation as to
11‘In Step A, depositors transfer money to the bank, in return for a checking or savings
account that can be withdrawn at any time. In Step B, the bank loans these funds to a
borrower, who promises to repay through a mortgage on the property . . . Bank solvency
is promoted by requiring a fraction of deposits to be held in reserve’ (Gorton & Metrick,
2012, pp. 426–427)
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why the financial system as a whole undertook a wholesale decomposition of
lending into an ever greater number stages—each of them funded by liabili-
ties of ever-shorter maturity—has yet to emerge. What is clear is that this
process allowed financial institutions to find new ways to expand leverage
and to squeeze capital and liquidity ever more tightly—it is, in this respect
at least, a classic banking story.
But bilateral repo claims, given that they are claims between actors within
the financial system, are not part of the monetary circuit—they neither fund
the overall lending of the financial system nor operate as means of payment.
Since credit and debit positions must logically sum to zero, viewed from out-
side of the consolidated financial sector these financial claims do not appear
on any balance sheet. From the perspective of actors within the financial
system, however, these claims create chains among institutions which con-
nect external funding to ultimate borrowers. At each point along the chain,
from shorter to longer-term intermediation, these instruments serve to allow
the accumulation of apparently liquid stores of value on the balance sheets
of financial intermediaries.
As emphasised by Post Keynesian theory, such liquid precautionary and
transactions balances are held as a response to uncertainty—in this case,
uncertainty over future moves of the markets in which institutions operate as
dealers. The short-term financial instruments linking the nodes of the shadow
banking system served—until the crisis at least—as an efficient way to finance
the longer-term asset holdings on the other side of institutions’ balance sheets
but also as mechanism by which dealers could both maintain stocks of liquid
assets and finance inventories of securities. As long as markets in these
instruments and the assets backing them as collateral remained liquid, they
also provided the illusion to the holder of providing an effective liquid store
of value which may be converted into ‘money proper’ on demand at par.
But this will not be the case in situations of market illiquidity caused
by lack of confidence in asset quality. Instead, with increasing intercon-
nectedness of balance sheets and the potential for pro-cyclical leverage and
liquidity dynamics these links provide new mechanisms by which instability
is amplified (Gabor, 2013).
5 Shadow banking and the monetary circuit
Of the two types of off-balance-sheet activity described in the previous sec-
tion, it is the lending of the ‘buyside’ to the consolidated financial system
which can most easily be analysed using Graziani’s analytical categories.
The accumulation of large stocks of liquid assets on balance sheets outside
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of the financial system is the result of a macroeconomic process in which
money balances are converted into money-like claims. Is this equivalent to
Graziani’s process by which initial finance is converted into final finance or
is it just an extension of the process by which new bank lending creates new
money: a broadening of the boundary of initial finance? The answer seems
to lie somewhere between the two extremes.
The credit relationships which emerge from the process of securitised
lending have, at first glance, much in common with ‘final finance’—the cap-
ital market funding which results from households purchasing the financial
liabilities of firms. But Graziani’s theory assumes that the result is a direct
long-term credit relationship between borrower and lender—workers are as-
sumed to hold directly the liabilities of capitalists. In the modern shadow
banking system, however, buyside creditors hold the liabilities of financial
intermediaries such as money market funds. These funds in turn hold the
liabilities of other intermediaries. At the other end of the chain, an inter-
mediary issues securities collateralised against the household debts held on
its balance sheet. A household taking out a mortgage loan may not even be
aware that its debt is no longer held by the loan originator. Since the balance
sheets of financial intermediaries will not, in general, be ‘matched book’—
each link in the chain will issue claims of equal or shorter maturity than the
assets held on their balance sheet—the overall effect will be to produce a
transformation of maturity and credit along the chain in the same way that
such transformation takes place on the single balance sheet of a ‘traditional’
bank. The very short maturity of claims held by ultimate creditors, alongside
the promise to convert at par—in comparison with the longer-term claims
issued by non-financial corporations—gives these shadow bank liabilities a
money-like character which may appear closer to initial finance.
Graziani’s theory posits that all claims in the credit system can ultimately
be traced back to the creation of credit money by the banking system: in
order for a household to purchase a financial security—a promise to pay—
they must first hold money as means of payment for that security. In a credit
money system, that money will come into existence through the granting of
a loan by the banking system (or through money-financed deficit spending
of the government sector). Further, the initiative in lending lies not with a
decision to lend on the part of the ultimate creditor but with the originating
bank and the debtor.
Does this assertion still hold? The hierarchical nature of money and credit
suggests it must: each of the securitised loans which ends up off-balance sheet
must have have been originally purchased using, as means of payment, a
financial claim further up the hierarchy. That financial claim will, in general,
be a demand deposit with a traditional bank. This deposit, in turn will
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be matched by a loan elsewhere in the system since bank deposits creation
relies on bank lending—resulting in the triangular creditor-depositor-debtor
relationship. Bank lending and money creation is therefore a prerequisite for
the endogenous expansion of shadow banking assets and liabilities. As Pozsar
puts it: ‘The vast majority of credit and money claims in the ecosystem
begin life as a loan and the creation of a demand deposit in equal amounts.’
(Pozsar, 2014, p. 33). The statement is equivalent in essence to Graziani’s
assertion that, in a monetary economy, initial finance must logically precede
final finance.
This process by which bank lending and money creation is transformed
into a chain of shadow bank liabilities is illustrated in Figure 3.12 The process
is presented in stylised form in a sequence of five steps starting on the left of
the figure. Five stylised balance sheets are represented: those of a creditor,
a debtor, a mortgage-lending bank, a money market fund (MMF) and a
dealer/broker bank. In the first step, the bank lends to a debtor household
by issuing a mortgage loan, creating a deposit in the process. In the second
step, the debtor household spends the newly obtained deposit (by purchasing
a house, for example) and the deposit is transferred to the balance sheet of a
creditor household.13 The creditor household doesn’t wish to hold a deposit
and in the third step purchases a share in the MMF. The purchase is made by
transferring ownership of the bank deposit from the bank account of creditor
household to that of the MMF. The MMF has an excess of ‘cash’ and so it uses
a repo to lend short-term to a dealer-broker—in the fourth step, the MMF
exchanges the bank deposit for a repo asset.14 Finally, in the fifth step, the
dealer-broker lends to the mortgage-issuing bank through the bilateral repo
market—the ‘interbank’ market. This allows the mortgage-lending bank to
replace the deposit funding of its loanbook with repo funding. In the process,
the deposit which was created when the bank made a loan is destroyed and
initial finance is replaced with final finance as the circuit is closed. The final
chain of claims is shown in the right-hand panel.
12A more complex analysis of the internal workings of the shadow banking system from
a circuitist perspective is presented by Botta et al. (2015)
13In this example, the accounting is kept simple by assuming that all of the transactors
hold deposit accounts at the same bank. In reality, this would most likely not be the
case, so an additional set of balance sheet changes would take place with reserves moving
between commercial bank balance sheets as payments are made for financial assets. Since
this would increase the complexity of the example, this aspect of the banking system is
abstracted away in order to focus on the chain of shadow banking intermediation.
14This would likely take place in the tri-party repo market so would involve one of
the government clearing banks. Again, an abstraction is introduced by collapsing the
mortgage-lending bank and the repo clearing bank into the same institution.
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Figure 3: Shadow banking monetary circuit
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In this analysis, the shadow banking system is seen as a ‘loan storage’
facility in which money claims are crystallised into less liquid, yet short-term
claims—claims which exhibit many features of money, yet are not—not yet,
in any case—‘money proper’. In the process of transferring credit claims onto
the balance sheets of shadow banking institutions, the deposit created when
the bank originally made the loan is destroyed, and the monetary circuit
closed—allowing banks to initiate the circuit once again by creating a new
loan and a new deposit, without reducing their (on-balance sheet) liquidity
or capital.
But this is a perverse and mutated form of the monetary circuit.15 In
Graziani’s vision, money is created in order to finance production. It cir-
culates through the economic system and is destroyed when workers either
spend wages or use their unspent wages to buy securities, allowing capitalists
to repay loans and close the circuit. In the shadow banking era, the major-
ity of money and credit claims are created when banks lend to households.
When this money is spent it ends up either in the hands of wealthy individ-
uals or as corporate profit. Such wealthy individuals or corporations, in turn
use the money to buy the liabilities of money market funds or other financial
intermediaries. From here, money is passed along the links of the chain until
is it used to simultaneously remove a loan from the balance sheet of a bank,
and extinguish a deposit. In this way, the monetary circuit has escaped the
constraints of real output.
6 Conclusion
Graziani’s monetary theory of production provides a clear and elegant ac-
count of the processes of financing of production and monetary circulation in
a capitalist system in which the means of payment is produced ex nihilo by
banks. With the ‘financialisation’ of capitalism over recent decades, the role
of money has changed to the extent that Graziani’s theory, in the original, no
longer provides an accurate depiction of the contemporary monetary circuit.
Instead, the modern circuit operates in a perverse and mutated form. The
circuit opens with lending to households and closes when household debts are
moved off banks’ balance sheets to be held in the shadow banking system.
The counterpart assets to these off-balance sheet debts are the short-term
liquid assets of corporations and high-net-worth individuals.
The new forms of credit relationships mediated by the shadow banking
system have characteristics of both banking and market-based finance but,
from a circuitist perspective, these claims are not money because they cannot
15Passarella (2014) uses the term ‘paradoxical’.
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be used as final means of settlement. Graziani’s assertion that initial finance
must precede final finance remains valid: the accumulation of claims in the
shadow banking sector logically relies on the prior creation of money claims
by the ‘traditional’ banking sector.
In gaining access to a warehousing facility for debt claims, the monetary
circuit is able to escape the confines of production and serves to both ac-
commodate and reinforce rising income inequality, increasing concentration
of wealth, and inflation of asset prices.
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